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The paper includes DEK’s solution for
applying solder balls to 6”diameter wafers
only 150µm thick.These thinner, delicate
wafers, required enhancements to DEK’s
solder-ball attach process for conventional
chip-scale packaging. As well as allowing
applications using very thin wafers, DEK’s
work shows it is possible for 250µm sol-
der balls to be placed on a 400µm pitch,
a new benchmark for deposition.
The project, part funded by the EU, aims
to develop next-generation wafer-level
packaging for handheld applications in a
LAN environment (Blue WHALE).
The aim is to create a miniaturised SOC
comprising an analog radio, digital
processor, separately a PA enabling opera-
tion up to the maximum 100m range of
Blue tooth, in miniaturised packages. To
achieve this, the consortium targeted
wafer-level package use with external
interconnects to both wafer sides.
This called for extensive research into
via-in-via and via re-routing, to enable
optimal physical location of the PA con-
nections. DEK provided the expertise to
solve the packaging challenges using the
technologies in a miniaturised outline.
Mark Whitmore and Michael Staddon led
DEK’s research, co-writing with the
researcher from Technical University,
Berlin & Fraunhofer Institute of
Reliability and Microintergration (IZM).
“The Blue WHALE project breaks new
ground by targeting wafer-level packag-
ing throughout,” explains Whitmore. “The
paper presents breakthrough research into
via technologies, as well as solder ball
attach ... delicate wafers that demanded
enhancements to standard tooling for high
accuracy mass imaging.Our standard com-
posite stencil technology proved able to
meet the accuracy requirements, as well as
providing a stand-off to clear pre-deposited
flux on the surface of the wafer.”
DEK also evaluated the feasibility of wafer
level bumping using solder paste.“We
have considerable experience of applying
both techniques, which allowed us to
evaluate the most appropriate solution for
this application,” added Staddon. “Bearing
all the requirements in mind, solder ball
attachment provided the best solution. I
am very pleased that the SMTA has recog-
nised the value of this research, not only
in the wireless application space targeted
by Blue WHALE, but to highly minia-
turised end-user products generally.”
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Packing the Blue WHALE
DEK's work on the Blue WHALE project is
commended by the Surface Mount
Technology Association (SMTA) for its contri-
bution to European microelectronics
research, underlining merits of high 
accuracy mass imaging for wafer bumping. 
SMTA presented its “Best International
Paper” Award to joint authors, DEK technical
managers, researchers at the Technical
University of Berlin, & Fraunhofer (IZM) for
presenting important wafer research under-
taken as part of Blue WHALE.
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